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add. your photos and movies to a slideshow. use popular audio and video effects
to transform your photo slideshow into a fantastic dvd movie. with auto features,
video effects, including flipping, fades, wipes, parallax, etc., you'll easily create a
slideshow with automatic operation. feature: dvd slideshow builder. create photo
slideshows in seconds. automatically burn and play back great photo slideshows.

with all the most popular video and audio effects in an easy to use interface.
wondershare dvd slideshow builder deluxe is the easy-to-use yet powerful dvd

slideshow software. with it, you can combine your photos and video clips into dvd
slideshow with music and 2d/3d transition effects for sharing on tv, youtube, ipod
and so on. hollywood styles are pre-designed for automatic movie making. a wide
range of dvd menu templates are also available for every occasion like wedding,
family, baby, holidays, etc. tutorials wondershare dvd slideshow builder deluxe is

the easy-to-use yet powerful dvd slideshow software. with it, you can combine
your photos and video clips into dvd slideshow with music and 2d/3d transition

effects for sharing on tv, youtube, ipod and so on. hollywood styles are pre-
designed for automatic movie making. a wide range of dvd menu templates are

also available for every occasion like wedding, family, baby, holidays, etc. how to
convert video to dvd? wondershare dvd slideshow builder deluxe lets you burn avi

video files to dvd disk. you can also combine your photos and videos into dvd
slideshow. create a custom background, add the. wondershare dvd slideshow

builder deluxe lets you burn avi video files to dvd disk.
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Wondershare DVD
Slideshow Builder Deluxe

is the easy-to-use yet
powerful DVD slideshow

software. With it, you can
combine your photos and

video clips into DVD
slideshow with music and

2D/3D transition effects for
sharing on TV, Youtube,

iPod and so on. Hollywood
styles are pre-designed for
automatic movie making.
With the DVD Slideshow
Builder Deluxe, you can

create DVD slideshow with
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Photo/Movie/Music, set a
variety of transition styles,
adjust the DVD Menu for

various events like
wedding, wedding, baby,
family, trip, anniversary
and so on. And now, it is
included with 9 Paid DVD
Slideshow Styles and 20

Popular DVD Menu
Templates. Simply choose
the desired template and
add your photos/videos.
DVD Slideshow Builder

Deluxe allows you to tap to
adjust the default settings
like Shuffle, Layout, Size

and Title. Give the
slideshow a personal touch

with Assign Layers. Add
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Logo, Credit, Text and
Background. Make a DVD
menu by simply Drag and
Drop. Save as your own

template to use as a
reference. In order to
create DVD slideshow

video quickly, DVD
Slideshow Builder Deluxe
integrates the features of

Layered Video Editing,
DVD Slideshow Style

Match, Timeline and Preset
Setting in one handy tool.
Through these all-in-one
features, you can create

professional looking DVDs
with more interactivity and

creativity than ever. All
you need is to add
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pictures/videos and DVD
Styles. With the built-in

photo editor, you can edit
all the slide through adjust

effect, rotate, crop, flip,
merge, erase, adjust
brightness/color, etc.

Though you can save any
slide to clipart or picture
directory to use it later.

The DVD Templates are a
great resource for creating
DVD slideshow with beauty
and convenience. Now the

DVD Slideshow Builder
Deluxe is only $19.99
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